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Abstract. Moving a film camera aesthetically is complex, even for pro-
fessionals. They commonly use mechanical tools which help them to
control camera motion. In recent years, computer-controlled tools were
developed, but their development is mostly technology-driven and often
fails to thoroughly integrate the user perspective. In HCI, prototyping is
an established way to collect early feedback and thereby integrate a user
perspective early on. In filmmaking, there is a lack of prototyping plat-
forms, mostly due to the small market and inherent technical complexity
of tools. We therefore developed a prototyping platform in cooperation
between experts in camera operation, mechanical engineering and com-
puter science. It consists of a motion control system for sliding camera
moves composed of affordable hardware and open source software, and
it supports the wireless connection of various types of user interfaces
via Bluetooth. In this combination, it allows the exploration of differ-
ent interface and control strategies in-the-wild, as it is easy to transport
and stable for use in the field. A prototype using our platform was used
by professional filmmakers in real commercial assignments. We further
report on its use in two studies (N = 18, N= 12) examining the effects
of various degrees of automation (low and medium) on the sense and
quality of control. Our results indicate no decrease in both dimensions.
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1 Introduction

Mastering precise and aesthetic camera motion in filmmaking is central to cam-
era operators. Performing it manually is hard and errors are likely. To reduce
errors, task sharing and the use of support tools have been established. In one
single camera move, usually three – sometimes even more – operators work
together simultaneously in a choreography, performed behind the camera [21].
In this process, subtasks are delegated to human operators or to machines. Both
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perform very well in different areas: Humans, for example, outperform machines
in recognizing visual patterns and aesthetic judgment; in contrast, machines can
move heavy weights smoothly, precisely and repeatedly [16]. Originally, many
of such support tools were purely mechanic. With advances in microelectronics,
however, they were extended by motors and controlled by microprocessors start-
ing in the late 1970s1. Fueled by further technological advances in the decades
to follow, a multitude of novel tools was introduced and is now summoned under
the label of camera motion control systems. Going beyond the pure mechanics,
nowadays high-tech tools such as industrial robots [6] or drones [17] became part
of the tool palette in camerawork.

We identified several challenges, that currently hinder research in this field:
On the market, there are mainly expensive tools without access for connecting
new user interface (UI) prototypes. Expertise in multiple fields, such as mechan-
ical engineering, electronics, human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer
science is necessary in order to build them. This makes it hard to quickly trans-
late new ideas into prototypes. Furthermore, the research literature on physical
cinematographic camera motion and its control is not very elaborate to the best
of our knowledge. There is a lack of ethnography, studies on systems and interac-
tion designs and their evaluation for user-centered research. In the field of virtual
camera motion there is plenty of literature available, but its findings cannot sim-
ply be adapted to physical camera control to suit the needs of enthusiasts and
professionals on location. Existing support tools are meant to be used in the
physical world and also serve the artistic expression. The latter often involves a
trial and error experience of unforeseen dynamic changes depending on how a
situation unfolds. Therefore, their use and control is hard to simulate in a virtual
environment [27]. In addition, operators want to delegate tasks, but also want to
be in control of the recorded images [21]. Delegation and being in control, how-
ever, are often contradictory [28]. Therefore finding the right balance for different
user groups is non-trivial. To be meaningful to operators, systems therefore need
to balance user control with automation [21]. This might be achieved best by
introducing high level controls, but further research on systems and interactions
is necessary.

1.1 Contribution

We contribute an open source motion-controlled camera slider with independent
control and powering units that is inexpensive and offers open wireless access.
With this platform, various types of UIs balancing delegation with control can be
prototyped and evaluated. It was tested by a professional cinematographer in five
assignment shootings. We found strong indication for its high quality in smooth
motion and system stability. We then used it to conduct two controlled user
studies. In our first study, we examined the effects of motorized tools for camera
motion on the sense and quality of control of the participants. In a subsequent

1 The first major motorized and computer controlled system of this kind was the
Dykstraflex [3], used for special effects in Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope (1977).
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study, we investigating the influence of reviewing results by the participants
during the evaluation process of the recorded material. This helped us to validate
the effects on the participants’ sense of control.

2 Related Work

In the domain of virtual camera motion, the specifics of camera control were
summarized by Bowman et al. [5] and Christie et al. [14] classifying approaches,
analyzing requirements and revealing limitations. However, not all of the pre-
sented approaches can simply be translated to real world cinematography, as,
for instance, the scene in hand concept [34]. Suitable approaches – especially for
high level control – are often image-based [26] or constraint-based [13,23]. Here,
Through-The-Lens controls [12,18,23] for constraint-based camera positioning
combined with 3D navigation techniques for direct control – i.e., lower level axis
control – e.g., using multi-touch gestures on mobile devices as Move&Look [25],
have the potential to correspond well to established mental models of users in
cinematography and 3D navigation.

In physical camera motion, a survey on autonomous camera systems recently
conducted by Chen and Carr [9] identified the core tasks and summarized twenty
years of research-driven tool development and evaluation. Within this domain,
research tools are found in multiple areas sometimes going beyond traditional
cinematography. Autonomous pan-and-tilt cameras are used to autonomously
record academic lectures. In the work of Hulens et al. [22], the Rule of Thirds2

is borrowed from cinematography and integrated into the tracking. Zhang and
colleagues [36] presented a tele-conferencing system incorporating video and con-
text analysis. In their work, the camera is oriented and zoomed automatically
in order to better guide the users’ attention. If, for example, a presenter shows
certain details on a whiteboard, this area is automatically zoomed in on. For
automated sports broadcasting [8], Chen et al. [10] even mimic the operation
style of human operators through machine learning as the automated operation
style is often perceived as rather “robotic”.

The presented examples implement machine benefits, but hardly offer a
human-machine interplay allowing operators to contribute. One of the few exam-
ples offering such an interplay is presented by Stanciu and colleagues [31]. Here,
a crane with a camera mounted on one side automatically frames a user-selected
target and adapts to the manual crane operation of a human operator on the
opposite side3. This human-machine interplay is important for the operators
as they want to actively express their personal view and therefore want to feel
in control [21]. For interactive control, a futuristic vision of novel and natural
forms of interaction was already presented with Starfire [32] in 1994. The video

2 A guideline for image composition where the image frame is divided into three thirds,
both horizontally and vertically. Important subjects, e.g., a speaker, are best placed
at one of the intersections.

3 Stypekit [4] is a corporate implementation of the concept.
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prototype showcased a camera crane that was controlled by a tablet used as a
remote viewport. So far however, no implementation followed the concept4.

3 Prototype Development

Advanced tools, such as camera cranes [4], are complex to manage, since multiple
degrees of freedom (DOF) need to be controlled in real time. This usually requires
years of training, is expensive, complex to build and requires high efforts in
transportation. For the quick translation of new interaction concepts, not all of
the offered DOF are always necessary in order to evaluate alternative designs
on a conceptual level. As pointed out by Nielsen [29], filmmakers do not always
apply all possible movements and exploit all DOFs. They rather carefully choose
DOFs and movements as stylistic devices depending on the content of the scene.
Often shots that are outside the “regular” human visual experience need to
be motivated in particular by the content and are thus used less often. Our
prototype supports some go-to types of shots that can often be seen in diverse
contexts such as advertising, image, short, feature and documentary films.

3.1 Collecting Expert Requirements

Before we developed our prototype, we interviewed professionals in camera
motion (N = 3) to determine user roles when using camera sliders in their work.

User Roles. We handed out an online questionnaire to camera operators.
Focusing on qualitative statements, we distinguished two usage contexts: solo
operation, where one operator is out alone on location and thus needs to control
everything that is usually delegated to multiple assistants. We also found men-
tions of the classic collaboration with task delegation, where tasks are shared
and delegated to separate operators. This is often used on film sets.

Hardware and User Interface Requirements. An additinal professional
operator was interviewed about technical hardware and user interface require-
ments. He was experienced in camera operation and in consulting major pro-
ducers of cinematographic equipment. From a 45 min semi-structured interview
we derived the following requirements (Table 1).

3.2 Implementation

Based on the identified scenarios and requirements, we built a setup focusing
on solo operation with task delegation to an assisting system. Together with a
mechanical engineer, we determined the necessary motor torque and acceleration
for actuating the payload of 20 kg horizontally and 6 kg vertically. An overview of

4 The Freefly MIMIC [1], however, reminds us of the original idea.
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Table 1. Requirements as collected in the semi-structured interview with a professional

Hardware requirements User interface requirements

Stable for on-set use Wireless remote control

Smooth motion with stable images Speed is controlled manually

Runs at constant speed Programming of moves

Bounces between ends repeatedly Programming of ramps

Stops before it hits an end Moves can be repeated precisely

Offers time-lapse recordings Moves can be saved, loaded and edited

Payload of 20 kg (hor.) and 6 kg (vert.) Displays the camera stream live

the main units is presented in Fig. 1. The components, wiring diagrams, source
codes of the control software, plans of the 3D-printed parts, documentation of
the wireless control protocol (using Bluetooth Low Energy) and sample footage
are provided electronically [20] in further detail. The final implementation is
presented in the following section in Fig. 2.

(a) Actuation unit (b) Control unit (c) Power unit

Fig. 1. In 1a an image-based [26] control scenario is illustrated. Instructions are sent
to the control unit (1b) driving the motor (1a, right). Here, the signals are received by
a Bluetooth module (1b, center) and processed by an Arduino (1b, right) controlling
the motor driver (1b, left). The power unit (1c) supplies the system with electricity.

4 Field Evaluation

To determine whether the hardware requirements were met, we asked a profes-
sional camera operator to evaluate our setup during five assigned shootings. We
made sure that he did not know the identified requirements to avoid a bias. The
features concerned with speed changes, bouncing and safety stops were essential
and thus already tested during the development of the hardware and firmware.

The requirements of system stability and smoothness of motion hence
remained to be verified. The setup was used in five on-assignment shootings
for exhibition films in a modern art museum (Fig. 2). At these recording sessions
the system worked in a stable way. Horizontal shots were recorded at ground
level and at waist height. Also, diagonal shots from waist height to ground level
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and vertical shots at a height beyond two meters were recorded. The cameras
were moved with constant speed and bounced between both ends for longer peri-
ods of time. The limit switches were used for each calibration and prevented the
slider from hitting an end. Moves and ramps were programmed remotely and
wirelessly by a second trained person using a laptop connected to the system via
Bluetooth (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Field evaluation of the prototype in different scenarios with a professional
camera operator during an assignment for exhibition films of a modern art museum.

4.1 Results and Discussion

Because of its reputation, the museum set high standards for the aesthetic and
technical quality of its representation. The material recorded with our system
eventually appeared in six exhibitions films and was approved and published by
the museum. We take this as an indicator for our system’s capability to produce
acceptable results. Only one recording session was planned in the beginning. The
additional five sessions were initiated by the operator only after the results of
the first were screened. In a summarizing debriefing the operator was generally
satisfied with the systems stability, but also revealed some issues he found.

His main concern was that saving time is crucial. Therefore shortcuts should
be provided. Often he would start with a slide from one end to the other at
medium speed and then adjust positioning or speed depending on what he saw
on the camera display. We therefore added this feature to the UI requirement
list. In our test UI, a function call including start and end position, speed,
acceleration and deceleration as parameters had to be typed into a command
line interface. Here the operator’s mental model needs to be incorporated in
end-user interfaces. During the shooting he had to adjust the focus manually
several times, which was visible in the recorded material. Therefore a motor-
driven remote follow focus5 is a necessary addition. However, professional units
are again generally expensive and do rarely offer open access. The do-it-yourself
scene provides examples of Arduino-based systems [2]. Such an implementation
can be set up for wireless control and would work together with our setup. In
response to this finding, we built an Arduino-based remote follow focus. Its parts
and sources are also provided in [20].
5 A device attached to the camera lens that physically manipulates the focus ring and

thus the position of the focal plane. It is often motor-driven and remote-controlled.
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Surprisingly, we also found that the people we recorded behaved more nat-
urally in front of the camera, which was also confirmed by the operator. Due
to the remote control and the automatic bouncing mode, we could remain at a
distance from the setup. We had never considered any effects on people in front
of the camera before the shooting.

Overall, we see a strong indication that our prototyping platform generally
meets the requirement of high quality smooth camera motions and of system
stability for field use we had set out to test. Even though we are aware that it
does not reach the level of sophistication of professional equipment, we believe
it can still serve as a research platform for new user interfaces prototypes and
field observation. During the recording, the slider was indeed controlled wire-
lessly. However, this was done by a second trained person using a command line
interface on a laptop holding it with one hand and typing with the other. We
focused on evaluating the collected hardware requirements and not yet the user
interface requirements. The user interfaces for end-user control presented below
were designed based on insights gained from this first field evaluation.

5 Controlled Experiment on the Effects of a Low Degree
of Automation on Workload and Control

In order to meet the requirement of displaying the camera stream, we chose to
implement the user interfaces on a tablet capable of this task. We implemented a
touch-based UI that used the whole screen as an input area for direct control on
the camera stream. This design led to less occlusion of the stream by visual inter-
face components and can be extended by further image-based control techniques.
We compared this design alternative to a status quo software joystick that served
as a baseline condition for remote control. Both remote control interfaces were
also compared to full manual control, a human control baseline without motor-
ization. The human baseline condition allowed us to interpret the data collected
beyond a relative comparison between both remote control conditions.

5.1 Measurements

The degree of automation (DOA) in a systems design can be located within a
spectrum ranging from full human control to full system control. As presented by
Miller and Parasuraman [28], design decisions on this scale are characterized by
a trade-off between the reduction/increase of workload and the in-/decrease of
the results’ predictability (Fig. 3, left). With an increased degree of automation
usually comes a decrease in predictability of the results, and with it a decreased
sense of control. On this basis we chose a low degree of automation and deter-
mined its effects on workload and sense of control in this experiment. As work
by Wen et al. [35] suggests, the quality of the results can itself be affected by
the perceived level of control. We hence added a quality of control measurement.
As no standardized tasks for measuring quality of control with cinematographic
interfaces have emerged so far, we adapted a method used in the evaluation of
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automotive user interfaces established by Verster and Roth [33]. This method
uses the standard deviation of lateral position (SDLP) to determine a driver’s
performance. Here, the deviation from the center of the lane is measured con-
tinuously while driving. In our study, we used the Rule of Thirds as a basis and
continuously determined the deviation from the targeted third (Fig. 3, right).

Fig. 3. Left : The trade-off between workload and unpredictability as described in [28],
right : Adaption of the SDLP [33] measurement to the Rule of Thirds principle

5.2 Participants

For the study we recruited 18 participants (14 male). The average age was 24,
with ages ranging from 21 to 31. Prior knowledge in tools for camera motion
was reported by 4 participants.

5.3 Study Design

Each participant was asked to perform the task of following a person with the
camera in movement direction while framing the person at the first third in
the direction of the movement (Rule of Thirds technique). The three levels of
the independent variable for interaction technique were full manual control (no
motion control, human baseline), software joystick (motion control, remote con-
trol baseline) and touch-based control directly on the camera stream (motion
control, touch-based remote control). For manual control, the slider carriage
needed to be manipulated physically by the participants to move the camera
and to frame the person. In the other conditions the slider carriage was driven
by a motor and needed to be controlled via a remote control user interface
offering continuous control options. In a within-subjects design each participant
executed all conditions. The order was counter-balanced based on a Latin Square
design.

5.4 Apparatus

An unmotorized slider, for the manual control condition, and a motorized slider,
for the other conditions, were mounted on tripods at the same height and placed
in front of each other. To provide the participants with the same delay that would
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appear in the video stream in the remote control conditions, the video stream
was also displayed in this condition. A smartphone was therefore mounted on top
of the manual slider carriage to display it. The stream was recorded by a DSLR
camera (Canon EOS 60D) mounted on the carriage of the motorized slider. The
camera was connected to a video encoder (Teradek Cube 255) via HDMI cable
situated on top of the camera. The encoder provided an RTSP video stream of
the camera image via WiFi and recorded the stream for post-hoc evaluation.
The stream was also presented on the tablet used for the software joystick and
touch control interfaces.

5.5 Procedure

First the participants were welcomed and informed about the study and how
their recorded data was handled. They then were handed out a declaration of
consent. After declaring consent, a demographic questionnaire was handed out
and after its completion, the Rule of Thirds framing task was explained. An
example video of the expected results was presented.

The order of the conditions was counterbalanced with a Latin-Square design
to order to avoid learning effects. For each condition, the task was executed ten
times. For each trial, the video material was recorded for the analysis of quality
of control. After each condition the participants filled out an extended version
of the NASA Task-Load-Index (TLX) [19] questionnaire to determine workload
and sense of control. To determine the latter, the original TLX questionnaire
was extended by one item. The question we added was ’How much did you feel
in control during the task?’. The wording of the question was taken from the
sense of control scale developed by Dong et al. [15]. Here, the authors propose
a 6-point rating scale as the response format. In order to minimize effort and
confusion for the participants, we decided to stay consistent with the 20-point
scale format used in the TLX. After carrying out all objectives, a semi-structured
interview regarding the presented conditions was conducted.

5.6 Results

We conducted Shapiro-Wilk Tests for the data collected on workload, sense of
control and quality of control. They showed significance for multiple conditions.
In consequence, a normal distribution across all of the data cannot be assumed.
We therefore only used non-parametric tests (Friedman’s ANOVA and Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank) to test for statistical significance. A Bonferroni correction with a
value of α∗ = .016 was applied to account for pairwise comparisons. The post-hoc
comparisons were only conducted after a significant main effect was found.
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Fig. 4. Left : Determining the distance (blue) between the tracking target (yellow) and
the first third in movement direction automatically, right : Mean distances to the target
(Color figure online)
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Fig. 5. Left : Results for sense of control, right : Results for the occurring workload

Quality of Control. The data determining quality of control was extracted
from the recorded video material after the study. We developed an analysis tool
to detect the face of the person walking by in each frame thus further determining
the person’s center (also available electronically [20]). The distance from the first
third in movement direction to the person’s center (blue area in Fig. 4, left) in
pixels (px) was logged. The resulting data was analyzed with the Friedman test.
No significant main effect could be identified (χ2(2) ≤ 3.44,p ≤ .18) with mean
distance values of 149.94 px (SD≤ 54.4) difference for manual control, 126.19 px
(SD ≤ 23.19) for software-joystick and 133.03 px (SD≤ 30.76) for touch control
(Fig. 4, right).

Sense of Control. For analyzing the self-reported data regarding sense of
control, we also used the non-parametric Friedman test as the use of parametric
tests on self-reported data in rating-scale format is controversial as pointed out
by Carifio and Perla [7]. Here also, no significant effect was found (χ2(2) ≤ 5.03,
p≤ .081), with median values of 75 for manual, 70 for software-joystick and 60
for touch (Fig. 5, left).

Workload. We determined the workload using the TLX for each user interface.
Analyzing the overall workload for the different UIs with the Friedman test,
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we found no significant main effect (χ2(2) ≤ 7.00, p≤ .03). With mean values of
45.09 (SD≤ 15.18) for manual control, 37.78 (SD≤ 13.47) for software joystick
and 46.16 (SD≤ 13.06) for touch control (Fig. 5, right).

5.7 Discussion

Based on the data we collected, we could not identify any significant negative
effects on the sense or the quality of control due to the use of remote-controlled
tools incorporating a low degree of automation. There was also no significant
influence on workload when using remote-controlled tools. This seems to be in
line with prior findings as presented by Miller et al. [28]. We further examined
the data on workload more closely and found that in the dimension of physical
demand there is a rather large difference in median values of 62.5 for manual, 15
for software-joystick and 30 for touch-based. When inspecting only this dimen-
sion, the Friedman test results in a significant difference (χ2(2) ≤ 29.6, p≤ .001)
between the conditions. The pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences
between all conditions (with p≤ .003 or less). So, when only concerned with
physical demand, we observed that the remote-controlled tools could lead to a
decrease in workload. However, the difference in this dimension was not strong
enough to influence the participants’ overall experienced workload significantly
when measured with the TLX questionnaire.

6 Controlled Experiment on the Effects of a Medium
Degree of Automation and the Review of Results

In the previous study, no negative effects on sense of control became apparent,
which was surprising to us. Also, no effects on quality of control were observed
that could have influenced perceived control indirectly. This could be attributed
to multiple causes: the low degree of automation, a too coarse measurement
tool or to the unawareness of the consequences on the quality of control by the
participants. Regarding the precision of the evaluation tool, a single question-
naire item measured only after one trial might not be sensitive enough to show
an effect in the analysis. Additionally, when examining the recorded material,
we found that shaking and jerky motion was much more visible in the manual
condition, however this had no effect on the sense of control reports. As there
was no reviewing of the material, the participants potentially could not estimate
the quality of control themselves properly. Providing the possibility to review
the results - as usual in cinematographic practice - might influence their percep-
tion of control (similar to the findings of Wen et al. [35]) and provide a more
externally valid result. To better understand the effects on perceived control, we
conducted a second study addressing the issues mentioned above.

6.1 Conditions

Addressing the single degree of automation issue, we now used two designs with
a low and medium degree of automation. For the low degree condition, we again
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used the software-joystick interface of the prior study. For the medium degree
condition we prototyped a UI that used keyframe selection as an input technique.
The user interface used a Through-The-Lens [23] approach. The participants
could see the scene on the tablet and use it as a viewfinder. They could move
the tablet freely and select certain positions as keyframes. The motion-controlled
slider would then interpolate a motion path between all chosen keyframes. For
the implementation of such a technique, known points of reference are necessary.
These can be provided, e.g., via optical tracking or by synchronizing the tablet
with a virtual model of the study room. These models consequently need to be
updated when the tablet is moved, e.g., through the tracking of markers or the
accelerometer data of the tablet. Such an implementation is technically complex
as it needs to handle noisy data and requires low latencies. As we were mainly
interested in the effects on the perception of our participants, we prototyped it in
a wizard-of-oz style. To create the illusion of an automated system capable of this
functionality, we asked the participants to select a pre-defined set of keyframes
by showing sample images during the explanation of the study task. The motion
control tool was accordingly pre-programmed so that the “selected” keyframes
were matched by the resulting motion.

6.2 Measurements

To address the issue of a too coarse measurement tool, we now used a visual
analog scale to ask for the preferred level of control. The captions on each side
of the visual-analog scale read “I control the system and the results manually”
and “The system controls the results”. Additionally, we also increased the overall
number of data points by taking multiple measurements during the study trials.
As we used a wizard-of-oz approach with a pre-defined result, we did not collect
data on the quality of control as in the prior study.

6.3 Participants

We recruited 12 participants (8 male) for the study. The average age was 25,
with ages ranging from 21 to 32. No prior knowledge in tools for camera motion
was reported by the participants.

6.4 Study Design and Procedure

We first welcomed the participants and introduced them to the study procedure.
Then we handed out a declaration of consent to the participants. Having declared
consent, they were given a detailed explanation of the study conditions. Each
participant was then assigned to one of two groups. The groups were exposed
to the conditions in counterbalanced orders. Before we started the first trial, we
took a measurement on the preferred level of control to collect a baseline. Then
the participants were exposed to both conditions. After finishing the trials we
took a further measurement on the preferred level of control. Now the partic-
ipants could determine their preference in reference to the varying degrees of
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automation. Then we gave the participants the possibility to review the results
and again took a measurement. This time we determined the preferred level of
control in reference to their perception of the quality of control in each condi-
tion. This addressed the missing review opportunity mentioned earlier. After all
trials and measurements the participants were debriefed and thanked for their
participation.

6.5 Results

We conducted a Shapiro-Wilk Test for the collected data. It showed no signifi-
cance and therefore, a normal distribution of the data can be assumed. To stay
consistent with our prior analysis, however, we again used Friedman’s ANOVA
to test for significance. The test indicated no significant differences between the 3
measurements (χ2(2) ≤ .359, p≤ .836) with mean values of 40.28 (SD≤ 18.26) for
the baseline measurement, 36.58 (SD ≤ 25.38) for the measurement after expos-
ing participants to the conditions and 39.33 (SD≤ 23.21) after reviewing the
results (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Results on the measured preferred level of control

7 Reflecting on Our Mixed-Methods Design
and Evaluation Approach and Its Results

The camera is generally moved synchronously by multiple operators following a
defined workflow with little room for errors. A similar situation – collaborative
work in established practices with little room for error – was found by Mackay
and Fayard in [24]. Reflecting on their design process, they proposed a framework
for HCI research. They recommend a triangulation between theory, the design
of artifacts and observation. As HCI is an interdisciplinary field, the application
of only certain methods threatens the generalizability or validity of the findings.
In lab studies, conditions and variables can be controlled, however the situation
is artificial and users might behave unnaturally. In contrast, users behave natu-
rally in field studies, but it is hard to establish cause and effect relationships as
influencing factors can interfere. We also used such a mixed-methods approach
applying various techniques in our design and evaluation process (Fig. 7). To pro-
vide an overview of all of the applied methods, we provide a summary in Table 2.
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For the human-automation interplay, user interface design and cinematography,
theory, design guidelines as well as approaches can already be found in related
work [21,28,29]. We therefore mainly focused on the development of a physical
prototype, i.e., the design of an artifact with following observations. Addressing
the challenges mentioned in Sect. 1 and the issues mentioned in Sect. 3, we built
a motion-controlled camera slider with wireless remote control as a prototyping
and research platform. Its use for prototyping is (a) manageable and affordable.
Also (b) the occurring workload in control can be handled even by non-experts
(non-exclusiveness). Through the wireless interface, it can easily (c) serve as a
research platform as various user interfaces (e.g., mobile devices, gestural recog-
nition devices etc.) or computer vision-based systems can be connected and
evaluated. Additionally, it can (d) be transported easily and therefore is suited
for lab as well as field evaluations.

Fig. 7. Our work located within the framework of [24] incorporating control strategies
as proposed by [21]. Black (solid frame) items represent the scope of this work.

As our physical implementation is mainly based on open source technology,
we also provide it for reproduction and customization. Therefore the changing
needs of researchers and practitioners can be met in varying contexts beyond
the traditional scope of cinematography, as shown by the examples presented in
Sect. 2. Identifying user roles, hardware and feature requirements with experts
in a user-centered fashion helped us to minimize the risk of possible user rejec-
tion due to poor design or build quality in the implementation of our prototype.
Experts in cinematography are often used to high-end equipment and thus bring-
ing a prototype to the set has to be considered with caution. This was reflected
by the fact that only after the first session and the screening of the results
we were granted further access to the expert users and field environment and
consequently were able to gather our insights.

Compared to virtual camera control, physical camera control faces different
challenges due to in-situ constraints. Therefore it is hard to apply findings from
virtual environments to the physical world. Our system is designed for appli-
cation in the physical world and can be used in lab environments and in field
studies alike. Sometimes, natural interaction processes and phenomena such as
unexpected use emerge only in-the-wild. This is described by Marshall and col-
leagues [27]. These phenomena can give further insight into the users’ actions,
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reasoning and experiences. In our case, one surprising and mentionable field
insight was that untrained people tend to behave more naturally when filmed by
an autonomously operating or remotely operated system. We also observed that
the operators would ask to explore more variations of the same shot at different
speeds, to have more options in choosing the fitting material for the rhythm of
the cuts and the soundtrack in post-production.

We additionally examined two particular research questions in controlled
studies. First we wanted to gain insights on how workload as well as sense and
quality of control were affected by the introduction of a low degree of automation
compared to a full human baseline. In conclusion, we could not find any negative
effects regarding either sense or quality of control in our data. Although we could
find a reduction in workload when only concerned with physical effort, this did
not significantly decrease the overall workload score in our data set.

Table 2. The methods we used in our mixed-methods design and evaluation approach

Method Results

Online survey (N = 3) User roles from practitioners

Expert interview (N = 1) Hardware and user interface requirements

Expert evaluation (N= 1) Testing hardware implementation,

Contextual inquiry with field insights,

Iteration of user interface requirements

Controlled user study 1 (N= 18) Data on the effects of introducing automation

Controlled user study 2 (N= 12) Data on the effects of introducing a review phase

Given our experiences from the field evaluations, we were surprised not to
find a difference. We had expected that a missing screening of the results might
have affected the reports, in particular, on sense of control. In the full man-
ual condition more and more noticeable jerky motions were observable in the
recorded material. Participants however might have been unaware of it without
a review phase. We hence conducted a second controlled user study examining
the effects of adding a review phase to the evaluation process. Based on our
collected data, we concluded that the introduction of a review phase had no
significant effect on the participants’ perception of control even when increasing
the level of automation. To mimic the recording practice we observed on set
and given that jerky motions might only be discovered after a recording, we
would still recommend its integration in the evaluation process in field as well
as laboratory environments.

Besides the general triangulation approach proposed by Mackay and Fayard,
Shneiderman et al. [30] propose the use of a cascade of evaluation techniques in
particular when evaluating creativity support tools (CST). We consider camera
motion control tools to be a peculiar kind of CSTs and as such, their evaluation
should not be conducted on performance measures alone. As pointed out in [30],
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performance measures might be part of the evaluation, but field observation
and other quantitative measurement dimensions should also be considered as for
example proposed by Cherry and Latulipe [11] in their Creativity-Support Index
(CSI) questionnaire.

Expanding automation in the domain of creative expression seems paradoxi-
cal at first. Delegating camera motion to machines might result in a more robotic
aesthetic than in manual operation as found in related work [10]. However, such
tools can add to the vocabulary and expressiveness of the discipline as in time-
lapse, high-speed or aerial shots, which can hardly be controlled manually. Addi-
tionally, smart, easy to use tools offering fast implementation of ideas that might
lead to more exploration.

Evaluating and quantifying such aspects is a limitation of the presented work.
With sense of control, we did consider an experience measurement beyond the
performance measures of workload and quality of control. In our field observa-
tions, we also observed how the use of our tools influenced expressiveness and
exploration of various speed settings in order to shape different versions for
post-production. Expressiveness and exploration are, for example, dimensions
measured by the CSI. We did not investigate these or any other dimensions
covered by the CSI in detail.

Given the early development stage of our prototype and the controlled study
design and goal-oriented study task (adapted SDLP), the environment was not
particularly well suited for determining aspects such as “results worth effort” or
“enjoyment”. These are clearly important aspects that CSTs should support and
that should be evaluated. However, we believe they also require an open-ended
task and potentially an even more stable system.

8 Conclusion

For user interface design and prototyping in cinematographic motion control
camera systems we identified a number of challenges. For example, we found
that translating new ideas into working prototypes can be hard as expertise in
multiple fields is required. Bringing together the expertise of camera operators,
a mechanical engineer and computer scientists, we contribute a tool that can
be used for prototype development. In expert interviews we identified hardware
and user interface requirements. We integrated those in our implementation of
a motion-controlled camera slider. It serves as a research platform, as through
the wireless remote access that it provides, any type of user interface integrating
Bluetooth, such as mobile devices, gesture recognition or wearable devices can
be connected. In five on-assignment shootings with an expert we found strong
indication that our system fulfills the collected requirement and thus is qualified
for field use. We further reported two user studies (N = 18, N= 12) examining
the effects of different degrees of automation on sense and quality of control of
the participants. We could not determine any negative effects caused by the use
and automated motion control tool, even when compared to a full manual control
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baseline. We also examined the effect of including the review of results in the
evaluation process and found no indication that its integration led to significant
differences in self-reports on the preferred level of control. Providing the system
as open source, we encourage its reproduction, customization and extension by
researchers and practitioners.
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